Equipment list - clothing:
Hats and other head coverings:

Sun glasses

The good old pilot glasses – fashionable in a world that lacks most s.a. 50 $
birds, not to mention pilots.
s.a. 0,1
pound

Mirrored
sunglasses

“No one shall see me my eyes” is your motto … too bad, since
they wonderfully fit the setting sun behind the radioactive hills.

s.a. 75 $
s.a. 0,1
pound

Baseball-Cap

Be it in Ranger camouflage colors or the colors of your favorite
baseball team, baseball caps give your eyes just the right amount
of shade to survive a day in the northern California Wastes.

s.a. 5 $

Fedora

Not only worn by archeology professors, but also by fashionable
mafiosi.

s.a. 45 $
s.a. 1
pound

Straw hat

A hat, made from straw that, has two redeeming qualities: it’s
s.a. 5 $
cheap and it protects the head from the harsh, Californian summer s.a. 0.8
sun.
pounds

Cowboy hat

A wide brimmed hat either from leather or woven from fabrics of
a style once called a Stetson. Cowboy hats are all the rage deep
inland from the coast, where large herds of Brahmin are being
kept.

s.a. 50 $

A pair of solid boots. Very useful, but nothing special.

s.a. 30 $

ca. 1
pound

s.a. 1.2
pounds

Foot wear:

Hiking or army
boots

s.a. 1,5
pounds
Sneakers

A good pair of pre war sneakers are worth their weight in gold.
And help the adept thief to get that gold back in.

s.a. 50 $
s.a. 1
pound

Leather shoes
(stylish)

Either from before the War or from more recent production, the
ideal foot wear for the wastelandish businessman or a “special”
occasion.

s.a. 150 $
s.a. 1
pound

Leather shoes
(common)

Sandals

Whether it's a simple pair of moccasins or complex wares with
good soles made by a good shoemaker, leather shoes are found
often, but they aren't especially cheap.

s.a. 65 $

Please don't combine these with socks. Sandals are found in many
variations in the Wasteland, starting with the very fashionable
sandals that the ladies of the high society wear in some cities, to
the simple sandals that many of the poor wear, that can't afford
proper shoes.

s.a. 10 $
(shoe
replaceme
nt)
s.a. 100 $
(high
society)

s.a. 1
pound

s.a. 0,7
pounds
High heels/
Pumps

For the woman of world – or the home builder from before the
bombs fell. Available in the most diverse variations.

s.a. 150 $
s.a. 0,5
pounds

Cloth shoes

The upper side is made from thick, relatively crack resitant cloth s.a. 25 $
with a sole made from leather or rubber. Not really the most noble
of shoes, but very comfortable non the less.
s.a. 0,5
pounds

Rubber boots

Not very fashionable, but durable. Rumor has it, that those boots s.a. 25 $
can even resist radioactive goo for a while. It shouldn't be tried for
long, though – especially not with one's own feet.
s.a. 1
pound

Wooden shoes

Not really incredibly comfortable, but not very expensive either.
Mostly found as a product from after the War in the Wasteland.

s.a. 20 $
s.a. 2
pounds

Upper body clothes & Overalls:
Men's shirt

A simple cotton or cloth shirt. Actually meant for men, but often
worn by the other gender, too. Incredibly comfortable (even
though it's a bit scratchy sometimes).

s.a. 15 $
1 pound

Fine shirt

A shirt of more thin cloth, usually held in plain colors. Perfect as a s.a. 40 $
piece of a three piece suit.
1 pound

Pullover

A thick, heavy pullover. The post War models are usually made
from cotton, since sheep probably died out in the nuclear
holocaust.

Blouse

s.a. 30 $
s.a. 2 po.

From plain and drab to colorful and gaudy. From lesser quality to s.a. 35 $
expensive blouses from Italian silk. The latter are of course nearly
all pre War products.
1 pound

T-Shirt

Polo shirt

T-Shirts were probably made in the billions before the war and
even afterward they are one of the most popular clothing items –
at least according to the sale's numbers.

s.a. 12 $

Cut similar to a t-shirt, but with a rudimentary collar and buttons.

s.a. 20 $

1 pounds

1 pound
Mechanic's
Overall

Big, usually quite dirty after use, overall filled with pockets for
tools.

s.a. 45 $
3 pounds

Chef's apron

A simple cloth apron to keep the normal clothes clean while
cooking.

s.a. 15 $
1 pounds

Blacksmith's
apron

An apron made from thick leather, to keep the normal clothes
uninflammed while smithing.

s.a. 50 $
s.a. 4 po.

Chef's or
confectioner's
jacket

A white jacket as it is mostly worn by chef's and confectioners
during work hours.

s.a. 30 $

Leather coat

A long coat made of leather. Be it brahmin or pig's leather, pre War s.a. 120 $
model or post War, coats come in the most diverse variants.
s.a. 6 po.
Please look up the armor rating in the armor list.

Cloth coat

Similar to leather coats, there are also cloth coats. Post War
models are of course, mostly made from cotton.

s.a. 2 po.

s.a. 120 $
s.a. 5 po.

Windbreaker

A jacket made from synthetic fibers. It's lightweight and ideal
against wind and rain.

s.a. 70 $
s.a. 1 po.

Denim jacket

A simple jacket made of denim. It can take quite a beating and
(usually) looks pretty good.

s.a. 90 $
s.a. 3 po.

Leather jacket

A jacket made of leather. As with the leather coat, there are a lot of s.a. 100 $
variations.
s.a. 4 po.
Please look up the armor rating in the armor list.

Sports coat

The second part of the three part suit. For the third part, depending s.a. 150 $
on your definition, either look at the pants or the accessories
(under ties).
s.a. 4 po.

Tuxedo jacket

Someone who wasn't well versed in clothing, wouldn't see a
difference between a tuxedo jacket and a sports coat – proper
society knows the difference of course.

s.a. 350 $
s.a. 4 po.

Pants and skirts:
Leather pants

A simple pair of pants made from leather. Available as both pre
and post War product.

s.a 60 $
s.a. 2 po.

Jeans

A pair of jeans. Available in various cuts, and both long and short. s.a. 40 $
s.a. 1,5 po.

Cloth pants

Like the jeans, you can find simple cloth pants in the most diverse s.a. 20 $
variations.
s.a. 1 po.

Tuxedo pants

A pair of fashionable, but subtle pants. Perfectly suited for
businessmen or that special occasion.

s.a. 90 $
s.a. 1 po,

Cloth skirt

A simple, but artfully cut skirt. The costs are mostly dependent on s.a. 30 $
quality and length.
s.a. 1,5 po

Mini skirt

A very short cloth skirt, that looks incredibly well, with a pair of
fitting legs.

s.a. 45 $
s.a. 0,5 po.

Denim skirt

A skirt made of denim. Like the cloth skirt, it's available in
differing variations and price ranges.

s.a. 50 $
s.a. 1 po.

Dresses:
Summer dress

A light dress, made of light cloth. Loose fitting – but not
necessarily for loose women.

s.a. 30 $
s.a. 1 po.

(heavy) Cloth
dress

A heavy dress for colder weather and heavier works.

s.a. 60 $
s.a. 2 po.

Evening dress

A dress for casinos, upper class bars and yes, even the theater.

s.a. 120 $
s.a. 1,5 po.

Ball gown

A dress made for those rare – but very expensive – occasions.

s.a. 300 $
s.a. 4 po.

Wedding gown

Do we really have to tell you guys as to what occasion this is for? s.a. 450 $
s.a. 6 po.

Underwear:
Socks

Fully common socks, neither very long nor very short. Prices
depend on quality and color as well as method of production.

s.a. 4 $
0,5 pounds

knee-high
stockings

Knee-high stockings as they are often worn together with short
pants. For example by soccer players.

s.a. 9 $
0,7 pounds

Tights

Tights fit especially well to the legs of women or heroes.

s.a. 14 $
1 pound

Nylon stockings

Nylon stockings can be found in great quantities in the post
apocalyptic wasteland – both with and without suspenders.

s.a. 30 $
0,5 pounds

Thong

So little cloth and yet such a big effect on the eyes of the people,
whom one shows this piece of clothing.

s.a. 25 $
0,2 pounds

Briefs

A pair of very common under pants. Those produced for men
come – of course – with the needed 'extra volume'.

s.a. 10 $
0,5 pounds

Boxers

Boxers or boxer's shorts are popular with both men and women in s.a. 8 $
the Wasteland.
0,5 pounds

Bra

Very popular with women that prefer a straight back.

s.a. 15 $
0,5 pounds

Push-Up

For women that want to emphasize certain body parts.

s.a. 40 $
0,5 pounds

Accessories:
Cufflinks

Chic button overlays made from precious metals.

s.a. 90 $
0,1 pounds

Tie pin

A beautiful, fashionable accessory to keep the tie in place.

s.a. 200 $
0,1 pounds

Tie

One could also call it a neckerchief with airs and graces.

s.a. 50 $
0,5 pounds

Bow tie.

This on the other hand, could also be called “very uncomfortable”. s.a. 70 $
0,4 pounds

Bolo Tie

The original neck adornment of the formally dressed cowboy.

s.a. 35 $
0.5 pounds

Belt

A long band, made from cloth or leather, to keep the pants up.

s.a. 15 $
1 pound

Suspenders

Another tool to keep the pants up, but usually made from rubber
and working by a different principle.

s.a. 20 $
1 pound

Gloves:
Rubber gloves

Perfectly suited for both break ins and medical operations, both.

s.a. 5 $
0,1 pounds

Glacé kid glove

For the ladies of the highest high society.

s.a. 45 $
0,2 pounds

Cloth gloves

Comfortable and cheap gloves for the most diverse uses.

s.a. 20 $
s.a. 1 po.

Fur gloves

Again, meant for the ladies of the highest high society. The
difference being: these keep warm, too.

s.a. 60 $
s.a. 1 po.

Leather gloves

Comfortable and versatile in it's uses. Accordingly they are
available in various qualities and cuts.

s.a. 15 $
s.a. 1 po.

Kevlar gloves

These gloves were made with close combat in mind and are nearly s.a. 120 $
impossible to cut through. Accordingly expensive.
s.a. 0,5 po.

Work gloves

A pair of solid, big working gloves. One size fits nearly everyone. s.a. 35 $
(Actually, many are big enough that they can be used by small
handed Super Mutants).
1 pound

